TITANS DEFEAT ST. F.
Locals Will Meet Acadia For Provincial Title
Antigoniush school squad splendid form in semi final tilt played last week.

A "last minute" only by a furious Dalhousie effort saved the day for the school against St. F. X. throughout the most exciting game in the history of Dalhousie Basketball last night.

This is a story in itself, and will be told in full detail in the next issue of the Gazette.

Scores System Of Selecting Debaters

Dear Mr. Editor,

I notice in the issue of March 4th the comments on the voting system used in the debate between the Dalhousie and St. F. X. teams. I wish to present a simpler system, which I think might be more suitable.

I was a member of the team which lost against St. F. X. on the question of the province's northern boundary, and found that our system of selecting debaters was not satisfactory.

The system was as follows: Each member of the team was assigned a specific topic to debate, and the winner of each debate was awarded points. The team with the highest number of points would win.

I suggest a simpler system which would be more fair and equitable. Each member of the team should be given the opportunity to debate both sides of the question. The team with the highest number of points for each side would win.

I am enclosing a copy of the notes I took during the debate for your information.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

[Date]
The MODELL THEATRE AT DALHOUSIE

The visit of the delegates to the Model League of Nations, this year held at Dalhousie, was an important event in the life of the students. From all the Universities of the Maritime Provinces and a few from other parts of the country, delegates were gathered at Dalhousie to conduct an Assembly modeled on that of the League of Nations, and it was a pleasure to see them take part in different aspects of the work of the League. The problems and questions of those delegates formed the basis of the discussion and arguments of four of the five committees of the League. Among these arguments were those on disarmament, on the problem of labor, on the future of the League, and on the method of settling disputes between nations. The delegates in their discussions and arguments came to the conclusion that the League was a very necessary body, to which was added, that it was not yet fully developed, and that it was possible that very little might be added to it.

We have been a little too quick in the estimation of the power of the League. In the world of chivalry, statesmanship, and diplomacy, the League is in the process of becoming an institution of importance, but it is not yet a fully developed body. It is not yet a fully developed League, but it is a League of nations, and it is to be hoped that it will become a League of all the nations of the world. This is the wish of the delegates to the Model League of Nations, and it is to be hoped that it will be realized.

The model League of Nations, which has been held at Dalhousie for the last few years, is of great importance in the training of students, and should be continued. It is a very necessary body, and it is to be hoped that it will become a League of all the nations of the world.

The MODELL THEATRE MOVEMENT

Recently the Little Theatre Movement has been developed at Dalhousie. It is a very necessary body, and it is to be hoped that it will become a League of all the nations of the world.
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"I'd Die for Old Corora!"

By George J. Greene.

CHAPTER FIVE: 
"IT'S A REAL LEATHER GLOSS THAT ENDS WELL!"

The characters in this story are purely fictitious. If anything you read
suggests a resemblance to a living person, casually or otherwise, the
characters are solely from the author’s imagination.

FOR NEW READERS.

Walter Saltmeyer, a young Corora Don, has been murdered by Inspector Walter Dewe, gathered together the suspects in the crime on Wednesday Residence and one by one they are questioned by Professor suspicion. Then he coiled in John Clark and arrested him. Dean MacKean addressed and promised the students that he would find the real murderer within 24 hours. (New on go with the story.)

"Yes," the order was crisp. Dean MacKean was in the same from in his cabinet at the residence at the time the news of the new crime of Corora. "Take me to the Palace Theatre. The whole way the little mathematician Dean is thinking, planning, observing, while he rises to his harp over his face and gives his eyes a little current of the murder. He calculates the time, speed and conditions of the murderer and plots it
on an imaginary graph before him. "The hypothesis of crime is impossible to this man. The only reason that the dead
man might be talking nonsense and he
knew the murder because his sense of
innate had not been broken by the past hectic work. Instead of solving a mystery to
him it is the winner of a race."

But he would not alight upon a suspect with Inspector Dewe, and
he would sooner have his horse than go walking with the New
York. The littleDean promised to find the murder if he could, and
he would stay at the scene of the crime
for a very few minutes, Graham and
MacDonald had also been killed by
Inspector-now if you only had taken
the play. But not in Academic Hall but at ago you know. Don’t fire too close to actor was crazy and had to leave his
act came down at 4.21. The matinee week’s ago and unfortunately .... er a break down and
shut up. But not in Academic Hall but at ago you know. Don’t fire too close to actor was crazy and had to leave his
museum. The characters
creams.-

As four o'clock sharp R. Walter Dewe called the meeting in his office. Dean MacKean marched in with some Inspector Dewe, young MacKean, said, "I have been present at the scene of the crime in our city and we have kindly informed law that we have Dahoeke, who has been feasible to all that you all the suspicion. Then he coiled in John Clark and arrested him. Dewe MacDonald, and promised the students that he would find the real murderer within 24 hours. (New on go with the story.)

At four o'clock sharp R. Walter Dewe called the meeting in his office. Dean MacKean marched in with some Inspector Dewe, young MacKean, said, "I have been present at the scene of the crime in our city and we have kindly informed law that we have Dahoeke, who has been feasible to all that you all the suspicion. Then he coiled in John Clark and arrested him. Dewe MacDonald, and promised the students that he would find the real murderer within 24 hours. (New on go with the story.)
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You do not know the last time he attempted joyed the play. And
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You do not know the last time he attempted joyed the play. And

Inspector Dixon had been waiting quietly too, in the next room.

The case is all wound up. That was the end of this story."
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The second session of the League was held Friday morning and the first subject dealt with was the report of the Council of the League which was submitted February 7th, by Mr. C. J. O’Hara (India), J. B. Godfrey (Great Britain) and Raymond MacCarthy (Canada). The report was adopted and Mr. Grant (Great Britain) made the next subject dealt with and F. R. Godfrey (Austria) represented eight countries that supported the amendment taken by Mr. Grant. The amendment stated that if Egypt were admitted to the League it would not be practical for many years.

Mr. Grant supported the limitation of armaments. Wm. Jost (Austria) favored the work for disarmament. W. J. Mahon supported the limitation of disarmament, M. Mousi-Mahnochi (Turkey) stated that the admission of Egypt to the League would give the British Empire too great a power. In, the voting on the amendment it was discovered that Egypt was not yet able to fulfill her economic obligations. A resolution was adopted under the Ceylon, J. R. Bots, South Africa, Canada, Russia, gave that suggestion that Egypt be admitted to the League and that she should not be allowed to enter the Union until such time that she could show that she was able to fulfill the differences between the Egyptian and the British in an independent manner.

A very important feature of the resolution adopted by the League towards the limitation of armaments was the adoption of the resolution by the League in support of the resolution adopted by the British Empire, but stated that the admission of Egypt to the League would give the British Empire too great a power. In, the voting on the amendment it was discovered that Egypt was not yet able to fulfill her economic obligations. A resolution was adopted under the Ceylon, J. R. Bots, South Africa, Canada, Russia, gave that suggestion that Egypt be admitted to the League and that she should not be allowed to enter the Union until such time that she could show that she was able to fulfill the differences between the Egyptian and the British in an independent manner.
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There’s an indescribable satisfaction in wearing clothes, such as this store offers this season. Satisfaction in styling, satisfaction in woolens and patterns, satisfaction in tailoring—all evident in three most satisfying groups offered at:

$19.50  $25.00  $35.00

Single breasted with peak or notch lapels, also a generous sloping of double breasted for spring.